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Trial Feature for Lettering
Along Trim
February 17, 2021 By , 

 

Opinion by Paid Consultant

~Joanne Banko, Brother Sews Ambassador

 

Sample towel stitched using the  Sewing

Machine.

 

The Trial Key built into your Brother sewing machine is a

wonderful tool for perfecting embroidery placement! Use this

embroidery feature to �ne tune the placement for lettering

combined with trim. In this handmade �ngertip towel example,
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I’ll show you how easy it is to get a professional �nish. Are you

ready? Let’s go sew!

 

First, a little bit about the embroidered towel: Adding trim to

towels helps tie a color scheme together, provides a boundary

for lettering or design motifs, and gives your towel an upscale

look. Simply add strips of grosgrain ribbon to a plain towel, and

then choose embroidery thread to match for a stylish accent on

an otherwise ordinary item. You can substitute other washable

trims or even fabric strips in place of ribbon if you choose. I

encourage you to follow the steps outlined in this example and

apply the principles to similar projects.

 

Additional Towel Tips: For best results with standard lettering,

choose towels with low nap such as velour type towels. Select a

font with bold lines so stitches stand up on the nap of the towel.

I used font style 06 from the built-in menu of the Brother

NS1750D.

 

My favorite stabilizer combination for most of my towel projects

is as follows: One layer of Brother  medium weight tear-

away hooped with the towel and a layer of 

lightweight water-soluble stabilizer covering embroidery area on

top. Hoop a full piece of water-soluble stabilizer or securely tape

a piece to the towel using low tack tape. Make sure the water-

soluble does not move or it will catch in the foot during

embroidery. Carefully remove tape immediately after

embroidering.

Creating The Towel:

 

Step 1. Attach two rows of ribbon, making sure the ribbon is in

a position that allows you to hoop the entire towel. Space the

ribbon rows to allow for the lettering you want to add, with a bit
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of extra room for adjusting the design position. My �nal design

combination measures 1 ½-inches high X 3 ¾-inches wide. I

spaced my ribbon rows 2-inches apart, with the bottom row 3-

inches from the �nished edge of the towel.

 

Step 2. Mark the center point and hoop with center marking in

the center of the hoop. It’s important that the towel is hooped

straight. See Figure #1.

 

Figure #1

 

Step 3. Program one or more lines of lettering, adjusting line

spacing and sizing as desired to �t hoop. Note: Remember, for

this process you’ll want to make sure the total height of your

combination �ts within the ribbons, with a little extra space for

adjusting placement between the rows.

 

Step 4. End editing. Touch the trial key. Next, we’ll check the

position of the lettering. See Figure #2.
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Figure #2

 

Step 5. In trial mode you can touch the key to trace the entire

perimeter of the design. You can also select the speci�c spot

where the bottom, top, left, right and center of your lettering

combination will fall. This is especially important if your string of

lettering includes descending letters that dip below the others.

 

Since we are already centered, let’s see where the bottom of the

lettering will be when stitched. Touch the key to show the lowest

point of the center on the bottom line of lettering. Touch OK.

See Figure #3a and close-up in Figure #3b.
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Figure #3a

 

Figure #3b

 

Use the arrow keys to let the lettering adjust up or down. Toggle

back and forth between the moving arrow keys and the trial key

until the bottom line of lettering is just above the trim. With this
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feature you can also see exactly where the stitching start point

is. See keys in Figure #4.

 

Tip: Lower the needle by hand to pinpoint the exact stitching

position for placement, returning needle to up position before

making any additional adjustments. I like to do all this before

threading the needle with embroidery thread to avoid having to

pull thread out of the fabric.

 

Figure #4

 

Step 6. Stitch the lettering on the towel. Wash out the stabilizer

and admire your beautiful new customized towel! These DIY

embroidered towels make a great gift for family and friends,

too! See Figure #5.
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Figure #5
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